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A novel class of nuclear RNA is described
which has
properties
quite distinct from those of all other RNA
types described
lo date. This RNA consists
of a
group of low molecular
weight, highly stable, methylated species.
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When
ws began this work in 1937, ths moIscular
biology
of eukaryotic
RNA mstabolism
was still in its infancy.
We thought
then that the
basic plan of life had been puzzled
out in E. co/i.
Ourchaliengswastoextsndthebacteriafschems
.to msmmalian
cells. The experiments
lay them,
waiting
to be done. These were exciting
timeaf
Just when I began work in Sheldon
Penman’s
lab, as a doctoral
student
in the MIT graduate
program,
the use of gd elsctrophoresis
was
extended
to include
RNA analysis.
RNA species
that went praviously
seen as broad aedimentation
peaks
could
now ba resolved
as sharp
bands.
Measurement
of radioactfve
peaks was
easy: We would
run each RNA sample
through
a cylindrical
gel cast in a Plexiglas
tube, freeze
the gal in the tuba, and shove
it out onto the bed
of a homemade
salsmi
slicer.
The lmm slices
could then be counted
by placing
them in indlvidual
planchettes
in a gas phase
gamma
counter,
or, later on, in s fully automatic
liquid
scintillation
counter.
Analysis
of a single
RNA
sample
only took ons and a half to two days1
The prevailing
dogma
was that all nuclear
RNA wss highly
unstable,
being
destined
for
processing
and export
to the cytoplasm
or rapid
intranuclear
degradation.
Indeed,
I spent a year
documenting
the processing
paths of the nucleolsr riboaomal
RNA precursors
and their brief,
SO-minute
sojourn
en route
to the cytoplasm.
The rest of the nucleus,
the “nuclsoplasm,”
was
known
to contain
heterogeneous
nuclear
RNA
(hnRNA)
having
8 very short lifetime
(1 O-20 minutes) and of very obscure
function.
I occasionally
saw low molecular
weight
material
upon gel ele&rophorssis
of nucleoplasmic RNA following
pulse-chase
labeling
protocols and ascribed
this to DNA fragments
that
had managed
somehow
to acquire
a uridine
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labal and survive
the DNass tmatment
used to
prepars
the nucleoplasmk
RNAs. But, we soon
found that what we had dismissed
as junk was
really a collection
of as many as 10 distinct,
low
molecular
weight,
highly
methylated
RNA specks-a
whole
new class
of RNA! Them was
even one in the nucleolus.
Unlike
all the other
RNA8 in the nucleus,
these RNA8 seamed
stable,
turning
over very slowly
if at all.
This RNA seemed
important,
as some of its
species
wem present
in a million
molecules
par
cell! me
cytoplasm
only carries
five million
ribosomas.)
Later ws called
this class
snRNA
(smallnuclearRNA),anamethat
hasstucklThe
laWsm,attachedtotheindhriduslRNAshwen’t
Thsy were superseded
by those used by Harris
Busch’s
group
which
had, unknown
to us, discovered
these
RNA8 indepandsntly
and spent
thenextdecadedoingdetailedbibchemicalcharacterixatlon
of them.His terms (Ul, U2, UX..)
are well embedded
in the now-extensive
Iiterature on snRNA.
I gave all this up In 1969. Surely,
one goad
mason
to quit was ths backbreaking
work of
orocessina
150 aal slicbii
each time I wanted to
teth&ally
Gore imaginhive
to introduce
the
procedure
of autoradiography
of slab gels-a
procedure
that allowed
data collection
to proceed 50-I 00 times more rapidly.
Of course,
there
was another,
very compelling
reason
to give up
snl?NA:
I hadn’t
the vaguest
clue of how to
determine
its functions.
Who could
have imagined
the central
role of
ing?
In
snRNA
in splicing
and hnRNA
process
fact, who could have imagined
splicing?
I found,
though
never reported,
that these RNA8 were
present
in some ill+fined
ribonuclsoprotein
complex.
Years later, the exciting
discovery
that
lupus erythematosus
patients
showed
antibody
responses
to these
ribonucleoproteins
made
possible
the characterization
of snRNPs
and
spliceosomes,
and laid the groundwork
for understanding
the mechanisms
of splicing
and
polyadenylatlon.5
I almost bumped
into splicing
once
more.
Five years
later,
while
trying
to
associate
SV40 mRNAs
with different
parts of
the viral
genome,
I found
puzzling,
noncontinuous
mapping
pattams.
In so doing,
I came
very close to stumbling
upon RNA splicing.
In
the end, minds
more astute than mine figured
out what was really going on. But that is another
big fish story!
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